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Hello good people!
Good day & welcome to the 2nd installment of the Pinegrove mailing list where we
will describe the most recent goings on in Pinegrove County. It's a lot & we're excited
to share it with you!
first & foremost
EVERYTHING SO FAR!
It's a huge honor to have all these songs out on vinyl & all other formats. This
compilation (2xLP!!; ~80min of str8 tunage) marks everything we put out before
Cardinal, & includes a big beautiful booklet (bbb) with all the lyrics, album art from
each release, & pictures we took during those sessions. Nick Levine is responsible
for the assembly of the bbb, large shout out to Nick!
EsF is also available as a "frizbee", a new innovation in music listening that actually
allows you to hum the songs quietly to yourself as you toss the disc w a pal.

(click photo to order)

also we are excited about:
UPCOMING GIGS!
We've been busy doin it up & down the eastern portion of the US coast & just play'd
the wonderful Shaky Knees! Thx to everyone who came out & said "wassup"!
here's a weird pano, look @ that guy's very long head! & the very tiny Pinegrove in
the background d:~]

We've got a bunch more gigs coming up this summer. Tickets are on sale now!
Every one of our April & May shows sold out (thank you!!:) so we do suggest getting
tickets in advance. You can do that right---> here. Hope to see ya -->there!
05/25 London, UK @ Green Man Presents Courtyard at King's Cross

05/26 Manchester, UK @ Dot to Dot Festival
05/27 Bristol, UK @ Dot to Dot Festival
05/28 Nottingham, UK @ Dot to Dot Festival
05/29 Edinburgh, UK @ Summerhall
05/31 Barcelona, ES @ Primavera Festival
07/13 Pittsburgh, PA @ Cattivo [SOLD OUT]
07/14 Detroit, MI @ El Club
07/16 Chicago, IL @ Pitchfork Festival
07/17 Newport, KY @ Southgate House Revival
07/18 Columbus, OH @ Park Street Saloon
07/28 Philadelphia, PA @ XPN Festival
07/29 New York, NY @ Panorama Music Festival
07/30 Newport, RI @ Newport Folk Festival
08/02 Vancouver, BC @ Biltmore Ballroom
08/03 Seattle, WA @ Crocodile
08/05 Happy Valley, OR @ Pickathon Festival
08/06 Happy Valley, OR @ Pickathon Festival
08/07 Spokane, WA @ The Bartlett
08/08 Missoula, MT @ Zoo Arts Community Center
08/10 Salt Lake City, UT @ Kilby Court
ALASKA
We also recently had the wild opportunity to play a show at the University of Alaska
in Fairbanks with our friends Alex G & Great Grandpa. We all spent the weekend
together at a lodge & it felt a lot like some sort of summer camp–we played a bunch
of games together & went on excursions to explore the Alaskan landscape! We were
totally wowed by green & purple aurora steaks across the sky & the fact that it
stayed light until 11pm. A fun & energetic show capped off the weekend. Kenna, our
friend & videographer, was there the whole time & made a lil video about the trip. So
here, for the very first time, we would like to present it to you! Click the picture to
view!

& lastly we'd like to enthusiastically discuss:
A NEW ALBUM
we are very pleased to casually announce that we're working on a new thing! We
have plans to record all this summer in upstate New York in a house with high
ceilings & no neighbors. A stream literally meanders through our backyard. It is
serene & good, & we are so grateful to have the chance for the first time in our lives
as artists & as people to be able to focus on recording an album & nothing besides
that. I believe the final product will be of high quality & I am internally (& sometimes
externally) squealing with the trippy joy of turning something imaginary into
something real. No release date as of yet (it is very early in the project after all) but
we can maybe expect something in the first quarter of 2018.

That's all for now!
much love & gratitude,
Evan & Zack
<&
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